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MCQ’S FOR PRELIMINARY EXAM 

1.Who authored the book “A World of Three Zeros”?(Current Affairs) 

a)Muhmmad Yunus 

b) Amartya Sen 

c) Monmohan Singh 

d) Raghuram Rajan 

2. ‘Saubhagya’ plan is recently launched by Government in which of the following areas?(Govt 

Schemes) 

a) Electricity 

b) Women empowerment 

c) Tax compliance 

d) Water supply 

3. Spiti Valley is located in which of the following states?(Indian Geography) 

a) J&K  

b) Himachal Pradesh 

c) Uttarkhand 



 

 

d) Sikkim 

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS FOR MAIN EXAMINATION. 

1. “Surgical strikes, then, may have been a tactical victory for New Delhi, but its strategic value is far 

from settled.” Critically comment about sentence in the context of Indian national security 

environment?(Security Issues) 

2. State whether the Railway Minister must put a safety upgrade above plans for punctuality and 

new trains?(Governance) 

SOLUTION (MCQ’S) 

1.a 

Explanation: A World of Three Zeros: The New Economics of Zero Poverty,Zero Unemployment, and 

Zero Net Carbon Emissions, the impact of microcredit in enabling millions of people to lift 

themselves out of poverty helped to expose the shortcomings of a traditional banking system. 

2.a 

Explanation: “Under  the  PM  Sahaj  Bijli Har  Ghar  Yojana (Saubhagya),  every  house-hold in the 

country, whether it is in a village or a city or in a far-flung area, will be given an electricity 

connection.  

3.b 

Explanation:Sipti valley is located in Himachal Pradesh. 

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS: 

MODEL ANSWERS 

1.Context: It has been one year since the spe-cial forces of the Indian Army car-ried out surgical 

strikes to destroy terror launchpads in Pakistan-oc- cupied Kashmir on September 29,2016. It is 

important to take stock at this point on how India-Pakistan bilateral relations and the regional 

security situation have evolved over the past year since the strikes. 

Regional stability:  There are two sets of challenges that are more apparent today, one year after 

the surgical strikes. One, the India-Pakistan escalation ladder has become far more precarious today 

it has ever been in the past one and a half decades, i.e. since the cease•re was agreed to in 2003.  



 

 

The second challenge is more practical than theoretical. Conven-tional escalation as discussed in the 

academic/policy literature tends to put too much emphasis on pre-conceived and war-gamed es-

calation scenarios. However, sur-gical strikes could easily offset the logic behind such familiar and 

ana-lytically elegant scenarios. 

Deteriorating environment:  The Central government argues that surgical strikes have been a 

spectacular success. and commitment. The momentum achieved by the surgical strikes was not 

followed up (despite sev-eral attacks thereafter), nor was the government committed to its declared 

determination to respond •rmly to terror strikes, thereby lacking in both consistency and 

commitment. Second, and more importantly, Pakistan’s responses thereafter of supporting insur-

gency in Kashmir, aiding in•ltra-tion across the border, and al-legedly supporting attacks on the 

Indian army convoys and bases continued without much reaction from New Delhi. This has led to a 

visible lack of credibility on New Delhi’s part which makes one won-der whether, bereft of domestic 

political uses, there was any stra-tegic planning behind september operation. 

Let’s also look at some •figures from J&K. Credible media reports show that 110 militants, and 38 

army personnel were killed between January and September 2016 (i.e. prior to the surgical strikes). 

However, since the sur-gical strikes, at least 178 militants and 69 Army personnel have been killed. 

Forty-four army personnel were killed between January and September this year, compared to 38 

last year between January and September (including those killed in the Uri Army base attack). One 

might argue that the terrorist casu-alties have also gone up. While that is true, more militants killed 

can be a barometer of the level of milit-ancy too. 

Concluding remark: With two hostile neighbours on either side, terror attacks against India on the 

rise, and the South Asian neighbourhood unsure of In-dia’s leadership any more, New Delhi has a lot 

to be concerned about the continuation of its pivotal position in the region and the nature of its 

future engagement with it. The events since Septem-ber last year have further contrib-uted to South 

Asia’s regional ‘insec-urity complex’. 

2.Context: That this state of affairs has led to a breakdown of systems is exemplified in the case of 

the Puri-Haridwar Utkal Express derailment in Uttar Pradesh in August, where over 20 passengers 

lost their lives and scores were injured. Safety is not something that can be separated from the 

normal functioning of the Railways and is a window that reveals the underlying health of the system. 

The accident shows that the numbers of trains have now reached a level where field staff are unable 

to carry out maintenance without cutting corners. 



 

 

Safety concerns: The above situation is the outcome of pursuing three inconsistent goals at the 

organisational level. These are: moving more people by continuously adding trains even when 

sections are saturated; focussing on increasing speed and punctuality; and diverting freight earnings 

to subsidise passenger fares. These are incompatible with the declared objective of safety, especially 

when there is a shortage of capacity to run existing services. Unless the numbers of trains can be 

brought down to what the system can handle without cutting corners in track, signalling and rolling 

stock maintenance, there is really no way to make the system both safe and punctual. The problem 

is further exacerbated by a lack of money to replace old assets or purchase spares. The Utkal train 

accident is a distressing example of how incompatible organisational goals connect to unsafe 

behaviour at the field level. 

Safety- vis-a-vis-punctuality: The task before Mr. Goyal may be politically challenging but is doable 

technically.The Railway ministry can adopt following measures to surmount the problems------------- 

• He has to make difficult political decisions such as cutting back on trains on saturated 

sections and putting punctuality on the back burner, at least until the system can recoup its 

capacities. 

• He has to accept that time has to be allotted for maintenance systems to stabilise even at 

the cost of delaying trains. 

• His aim must be to restore the strong culture that underpinned every decision in the field — 

that no unsafe condition would be allowed to exist and be addressed even at the cost of 

delaying or slowing down trains. For this, the judgment of the supervisory staff must be 

respected.  

• There is also a need to restore the well-established practice of field inspections at all levels 

to grasp what is happening in the field. The energies of field officers should not be sapped by 

meaningless drives and responding to social media as it diverts their attention from their 

main job of oversight and correction of divergences from standard procedures. 

• He needs to ensure money for maintenance and replacement of aged assets. This should be 

done by freeing freight from subsidising passenger fares through a subvention from the 

general Budget. 

 

 

 


